The Honorable Christopher Wray  
Director  
Federal Bureau of Investigation  
935 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW  
Washington, DC 20535-0001  

Re: Request for Investigation into Violations of the Hatch Act by Louis DeJoy  

Dear Director Wray,  

Citizens for Responsibility and Ethics in Washington (“CREW”) respectfully requests that the Federal Bureau of Investigation (“FBI”) investigate whether Postmaster General of the United States Louis DeJoy criminally violated or conspired to violate federal criminal statutes by taking deliberate actions that will undermine voting by mail for the political benefit of President Donald Trump, a candidate for partisan office.  

The Hatch Act broadly prohibits the manipulation of federal funds and federal programs to advance a partisan agenda. One criminal provision of the law, 18 U.S.C. § 610, prohibits any person from commanding, or coercing, or attempting to command or coerce, any employee of the federal government to engage in political activity, including, but not limited to, working or refusing to work on behalf of any candidate. Any person who violates this section shall be fined under this title or imprisoned not more than three years, or both. Another provision, 18 U.S.C § 595, bars any person “employed in any administrative position by the United States, or by any department or agency thereof … in connection with any activity which is financed in whole or in part by loans or grants made by the United States, or any department or agency thereof” from using their “official authority for the purpose of interfering with, or affecting, the nomination or the election of any candidate for the office of President.” Violators of this provision could be subject to fine or imprisoned not more than one year, or both. These prohibitions ensure that the government pursues the national interest—not the personal political interests of powerful individuals, government officials, or foreign powers.  

Publicly-available information as well as statements from DeJoy raise questions about whether he and others unlawfully commanded the United States Postal Service (“USPS”) to make policy changes at the agency that would depress or delay voting by mail, despite the increased demand due to the coronavirus pandemic, for the political benefit of President Donald Trump, a candidate for partisan political office. Prosecutions under the criminal provisions of the Hatch Act, while rare, are not unprecedented. In 1974, for example, President Richard Nixon’s personal lawyer pled guilty to a criminal Hatch Act violation for attempting to trade an ambassadorship appointment for contributions to support President Nixon’s reelection. DeJoy’s conduct, while not similar, is perhaps more egregious because of its widespread impact on the American electorate’s ability to vote, and should be reviewed in the context of the Hatch Act’s criminal provisions.
Background

On June 15, 2020, Louis DeJoy, a prominent Trump campaign donor, became the Postmaster General of the United States—the first in decades to hold the position without prior experience within the agency. In 2017, DeJoy and his wife hosted the President for a fundraiser in their home. When he was selected to serve as Postmaster General, DeJoy was overseeing fundraising for the Republican National Convention ("RNC"), though he has since resigned from the post. Public records indicate that DeJoy donated more than $1.2 million to the Trump Victory Fund and millions more to the RNC and Republican candidates. Although the Postal Service Board of Governors voted on the selection of DeJoy, the Trump administration, led by Treasury Secretary Steven Mnuchin, sought authority to pick the new Postmaster General, raising additional concerns about politicization of the agency.

Prior to and since Louis DeJoy’s selection as Postmaster General, President Trump has made clear his interest in voting by mail and its potential impact on his partisan political goals in the upcoming presidential election. As public reports note, “Trump, for whatever reason, has long been convinced that mail voting is bad for him.” During the 2018 midterm elections, President Trump tweeted that the Florida election should be called in favor of Republicans Rick Scott and Ron DeSantis, suggesting that mail-in ballots might be “forged” or “massively infected.” Trump’s attacks on voting by mail escalated as the coronavirus pandemic hit and the USPS Board of Governors were considering hiring a new Postmaster General. During an interview on Fox & Friends on March 30, the President described his “opposition to a Democratic proposal to include funding for mail-in voting in coronavirus stimulus legislation by saying, ‘they have things, levels of voting, that if you ever agreed to it, you’d never have a Republican elected in this country again.’” In April, the President “tweeted (falsely) that mail voting has ‘tremendous potential for voter fraud’ and ‘for whatever reason, doesn’t work out well for Republicans.’” This false statement was used to explain Trump's partisan claim that “Republicans should fight very hard when it comes to state wide mail-in voting. Democrats are clamoring for it.”
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On July 7, 2020, the USPS Office of Inspector General (OIG) issued a management review identifying “potential nationwide issues integrating election office’s vote by mail processes with the Postal Service processes which could impact future elections.”\textsuperscript{10} OIG acknowledged that as Americans have attempted to adjust their lives to the still-surging coronavirus pandemic “there is an expected increase in the number of Americans who will choose to vote by mail and avoid in-person voting.”\textsuperscript{11} OIG’s review indicated that there were issues in Milwaukee, WI “related to the timeliness of ballots being mailed to voters, correcting misdelivery of ballots, an inability to track ballots, and inconsistent postmarking of ballots”\textsuperscript{12} during the Wisconsin primary. OIG explained that at the national level, there were “potential concerns with the deadlines set by the states to request absentee ballots, ballots postmarks, ballots mailed without mail tracking technology, and the ratio of Political and Election Mail coordinators to election offices in certain locations.”\textsuperscript{13} In response to some of these findings, USPS management indicated that it had or would soon implement OIG’s recommendations, but on July 13, DeJoy “established major operational changes [ ] that could slow down mail delivery,” alarming voting by mail experts.\textsuperscript{14} This management review was not OIG’s first report regarding voting by mail -- in 2015, OIG found that expanding voting by mail would increase USPS annual revenue by $2 million.\textsuperscript{15}

During DeJoy’s tenure at USPS, President Trump continued his attacks on voting by mail. In July, Trump once again made false statements about voting by mail and even “went as far as to suggest that the election should be delayed until people can safely vote in person.”\textsuperscript{16} After Nevada Governor Steve Sisolak signed legislation to automatically provide all Nevada voters with a ballot in the mail, the President responded by describing the new law legislation as “an illegal late night coup.”\textsuperscript{17} Many of these attacks were repeated and reinforced by Republican Party leaders, including RNC Chair Ronna Romney McDaniel.\textsuperscript{18} Public reports indicate that on August 3, DeJoy met with Trump at the White House “amid [Trump’s] ongoing attacks on mail-in voting and ahead of DeJoy’s meeting with House Speaker Nancy Pelosi and Senate
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Democratic Leader Chuck Schumer.” On August 13, Trump gave a national television interview in which he suggested that he would not support Democratic legislation to help fund USPS so it can “adequately deal with what is expected to be a major surge in mail-in and absentee balloting due to concerns about in-person voting spreading Covid-19” because without those funds, “there won't be the ability for the people to cast more mail-in ballots, or … for election officials to effectively count them all.”

Despite the concerns raised by USPS OIG, and amidst the President and Republican Party leadership’s public lobbying campaign against voting by mail, Postmaster General DeJoy directed or implemented numerous policy changes that will undermine voting by mail in November. According to internal USPS memos, DeJoy directed USPS employees that overtime would be prohibited and that they were prohibited from making late trips in order to ensure timely delivery. DeJoy offered these changes as a way to cut costs, but USPS has acknowledged that they will likely result in delayed mail delivery for a period of time. USPS effectively raised the rate of mail-in ballots by advising state election officials “to use high-priority first-class postage, which costs 55 cents an item, on election mail rather than the third-class, or bulk, rate of 20 cents typically used.” USPS also reassigned or displaced twenty-three postal executives in a move that centralized power for DeJoy that he touted as establishing “clear lines of authority and accountability.” According to congressional leaders, DeJoy acknowledged that the changes implemented since he assumed office included: “reductions of overtime availability, restrictions on extra mail transportation trips, testing of new mail sorting and delivery policies at hundreds of Post Offices, and the reduction of the number and use of processing equipment at mail processing plants.” USPS workers note these changes are delaying mail delivery which includes mail-in ballots in presidential primaries.
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DeJoy seemingly responded to criticism about these actions in recent public statements. In remarks to the USPS Board of Governors, DeJoy explained:

[L]et me be clear that with regard to Election Mail, the Postal Service and I are fully committed to fulfilling our role in the electoral process. If public policy makers choose to utilize the mail as a part of their election system, we will do everything we can to deliver Election Mail in a timely manner consistent with our operational standards. … We have delivery standards that have been in place for many years. These standards have not changed, and despite any assertions to the contrary, we are not slowing down Election Mail or any other mail.26

In an internal memo to USPS staff DeJoy stated “that his sweeping operational changes have brought ‘unintended consequences’” to the agency.27

On June 16, 2020, CREW requested that, pursuant to the Freedom of Information Act, USPS provide internal documents and information related to the Postmaster General search process that led to DeJoy’s appointment as well as internal communications to DeJoy and the Board of Governors about voting by mail.28 To date, USPS has not provided any internal document related to the agency’s approach or DeJoy’s intentions regarding voting by mail. Other good government groups have sued USPS in federal court to obtain documents about DeJoy’s policies related to voting by mail.29 Democratic Members of Congress have made similar requests for documents and information that also remain outstanding.30

Following weeks of immense public pressure, calls for DeJoy’s removal, and the demands that DeJoy appear before the House Committee on Oversight and Reform for an “emergency” hearing, the policies remained intact.31 It was only after the Republican-led Senate Homeland Security and Governmental Affairs Committee scheduled a hearing with DeJoy this
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week that he finally agreed to partially reverse some of his new policy decisions. On August 18, 2020, DeJoy issued a statement claiming to suspend operational initiatives until after the election, including assurances that “[m]ail processing equipment and blue collection boxes will remain where they are” and that overtime will be approved “as needed.” Neither of these assurances speak to undoing changes he made in the past two months. Mail processing equipment in multiple locations around the nation have already been removed, including at least eight reported machines in Michigan, twelve in Massachusetts, and seven in Charlotte, North Carolina. If these machines will remain where they are, as assured by Postmaster General DeJoy, they will remain removed from USPS and their loss will continue to make the process of sorting mail longer. DeJoy’s statement that overtime will be approved “as needed,” also fails to address any of the internal changes at USPS related to the demand for overtime, such as no longer waiting for plants to deliver sorted mail, leaving mail for the next day’s delivery, or cutting out parking points, which also led to delivery delays.

Speaker of the House Nancy Pelosi reported that during a meeting with DeJoy after his announcement, he “frankly admitted” he had no intention to replace any removed mail sorting machines or dropboxes, and that no plans for “adequate overtime” had been developed. Speaker Pelosi characterized DeJoy’s statement as “not a solution” and “misleading.” Vice News cite Motherboard reported that according to internal USPS emails, shortly after DeJoy’s August 18th statement, USPS headquarters “instructed all maintenance managers around the country not to reconnect or reinstall any mail sorting machines they had already disconnected.”
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Potential Violations

The Hatch Act protects federal funds, employees, and programs from political manipulation. In particular, the statute has criminal provisions that are designed to provide penalties for egregious attempts at using federal authority to influence a federal election. The speed and scale of the dramatic changes made by Postmaster DeJoy at USPS to the detriment of voting by mail and the potential benefit of President Trump – according to the candidate – warrant investigation by federal law enforcement.

The Coercion Statute

One criminal provision of the Hatch Act, 18 U.S.C. § 610, states:

It shall be unlawful for any person to intimidate, threaten, command, or coerce, or attempt to intimidate, threaten, command, or coerce, any employee of the Federal Government as defined in section 7322(1) of title 5, United States Code, to engage in, or not to engage in, any political activity, including, but not limited to, voting or refusing to vote for any candidate or measure in any election, making or refusing to make any political contribution, or working or refusing to work on behalf of any candidate. Any person who violates this section shall be fined under this title or imprisoned not more than three years, or both.\(^{39}\)

As the Department of Justice (“DOJ”) has explained, 18 U.S.C. § 610, bars the coercion of political activity and “was enacted as part of the 1993 Hatch Act reform amendments to provide increased protection against political manipulation of federal employees in the executive branch.”\(^{40}\) The statute prohibits intimidating or coercing a federal employee to induce or discourage “any political activity” by the employee and is among the body of statutes directed at the “use [of] government-funded jobs or programs to advance a partisan political agenda rather than to serve the public interest.”\(^{41}\) DOJ notes that “[a]lthough the class of persons covered by Section 610 is limited to federal employees, the conduct covered by this statute is broad: it reaches political activity that relates to any public office or election, whether federal, state, or local.”\(^{42}\) DOJ notes that the “phrase ‘political activity’ in Section 610 expressly includes, but is not limited to, ‘voting or refusing to vote for any candidate or measure,’ ‘making or refusing to make any political contribution,’ and ‘working or refusing to work on behalf of any candidate.’”\(^{43}\)

Here, there is ample evidence to suggest that DeJoy’s conduct violated 18 U.S.C § 610. It is not in dispute that Postmaster DeJoy has made numerous policy changes since arriving at USPS that have the effect of causing delays in the delivery of mail. These reports have been
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well documented, and the Postmaster General admitted as much in public to the Board of Governors and private statements to USPS employees and congressional leaders. As documented by the USPS OIG, these delays have the potential to undermine voting by mail in November.

While there are very few cases interpreting Section 610, the USPS policy changes implemented and overseen by USPS employees at the direction of Postmaster DeJoy and leading to delays in the delivery of mail-in ballots could be considered a “contribution” to candidate Trump.

As described above, Trump has made abundantly clear that he believes the use and expansion of voting by mail would have a detrimental impact on his election and the election of Republicans officials in other government positions. Trump’s opposition to voting by mail was expressed during the period of DeJoy’s recruitment to serve as Postmaster General and reiterated by Republican Party leadership. As a member of the Republican Party’s fundraising team for its national convention, it is hard to imagine that DeJoy was unaware of the president’s or the party’s active opposition to voting by mail when he was appointed or when he assumed the role of Postmaster General during his tenure at USPS. Advancing that agenda against voting by mail, which the president clearly believed would benefit his reelection, appears to be a political contribution to candidate Trump.

As DOJ’s guidance articulates, Section 610 prohibits DeJoy from using his authority to direct “any political activity” by USPS employees. The criminal Hatch Act statutes are meant to prohibit “use [of] government-funded jobs or programs to advance a partisan political agenda rather than to serve the public interest.” It is hard to see DeJoy’s actions as anything other than manipulating the Postal Service to address a potential political liability for the President’s reelection prospects. USPS OIG has acknowledged that due to the coronavirus pandemic “there is an expected increase in the number of Americans who will choose to vote by mail and avoid in-person voting.” Despite this demand, DeJoy’s repeated directives appear openly hostile to supporting voting by mail in November. While the Postal Service has suffered longstanding budget issues, DeJoy’s quick policy changes following the president’s relentless advocacy and despite OIG’s findings regarding the financial boon of election mail and its concerns regarding delays in delivering ballots strongly suggests a nefarious intent. The term “political activity” is meant to be interpreted broadly, but given the widespread impact of DeJoy’s policy changes on Americans’ access to the vote amidst the pandemic, even a narrow definition would seem to apply. While DeJoy has claimed that these actions were taken with no nefarious intent, the agency’s lack of transparency with the public and Democratic Members of Congress suggest otherwise. DeJoy’s partial reversal of his policy decisions occurred only after being called to attend a hearing by a Republican-led Senate committee, adding to the context suggesting his partisan motivations. DeJoy’s directives will have a dramatic impact on the implementation of voting by mail to the benefit of President Trump, which may indicate a violation of 18 U.S.C. § 610.
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Interference in Election by Employees of Federal, State, or Territorial Governments

Another criminal provision of the Hatch Act, 18 U.S.C. § 595, states:

Whoever, being a person employed in any administrative position by the United States, or by any department or agency thereof, or by the District of Columbia or any agency or instrumentality thereof, or by any State, Territory, or Possession of the United States, or any political subdivision, municipality, or agency thereof, or agency of such political subdivision or municipality (including any corporation owned or controlled by any State, Territory, or Possession of the United States or by any such political subdivision, municipality, or agency), in connection with any activity which is financed in whole or in part by loans or grants made by the United States, or any department or agency thereof, uses his official authority for the purpose of interfering with, or affecting, the nomination or the election of any candidate for the office of President, Vice President, Presidential elector, Member of the Senate, Member of the House of Representatives, Delegate from the District of Columbia, or Resident Commissioner, shall be fined under this title or imprisoned not more than one year, or both. 46

As the Department of Justice (“DOJ”) has explained, 18 U.S.C. § 595 “is aimed at the misuse of official authority. It does not prohibit normal campaign activities by federal, state, or local employees.” 47 DOJ notes that “Section 595 applies to all public officials, whether elected or appointed, federal or non-federal.” 48 For example, an appointed policymaking government official, such as a Postmaster General, “who bases a specific governmental decision on an intent to influence the vote for or against an identified federal candidate violates Section 595.” 49 DOJ’s guidance adds that “[t]he nexus between the official action and an intent to influence must be clear to establish a violation of this statute.” 50

Postmaster General DeJoy’s conduct may have violated the prohibitions in 18 U.S.C. § 595. The Trump administration sought to recruit a Trump loyalist to become Postmaster General, and they appear to have found their man in Louis DeJoy. In the months ahead of his appointment, the President was clear not just in his interest regarding voting by mail, but in his belief that expansion of voting by mail even in response to the pandemic was a threat to his political future. He explicitly stated that voting by mail would threaten Republican prospects in future elections. DeJoy was, at the time, overseeing fundraising for the Republican National Convention, working with RNC Chair McDaniel, who has also voiced opposition to expanding voting by mail. After DeJoy began his tenure at USPS, it appears that every major policy decision made by DeJoy had the effect of hampering voting by mail, including cuts to overtime and effectively raising the cost of sending mail-in ballots to voters. DeJoy’s numerous, sweeping
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policy changes were made in close succession over the course of just his two months on the job, despite push back from postal workers, Congress, and the public.

Postmaster DeJoy has acknowledged that his policy moves have had “unintended consequences,” but the President’s persistent advocacy about voting by mail strongly suggests that DeJoy’s changes were made quickly in order to ensure they were in place before Election Day. On July 7, USPS OIG identified “potential nationwide issues integrating election office’s vote by mail processes with the Postal Service processes which could impact future elections.”

Despite this ominous warning, six days later, DeJoy made “major operational changes” experts warned could slow down mail delivery and harm voting by mail.

Internal communications within the USPS regarding DeJoy’s motivation for these changes would provide more clarity regarding his intent in making these changes, but to date, DeJoy has not been fully responsive to requests for such documents and information from Congress and the good government community. Further investigation to shed more light on DeJoy’s intent is essential. While DeJoy abruptly announced plans to halt some of his questionable policies, this decision came only after a hearing announcement from Senate Republicans, providing more support for concern about DeJoy’s partisanship. Given all the context surrounding DeJoy’s actions, these consequences don’t appear to be unintended, but instead governmental decisions based on DeJoy’s intent to influence the vote for or against President Trump, an identified federal candidate for partisan office in violation of 18 U.S.C. § 595.

**Conclusion**

The Hatch Act is intended to prevent federal employees from engaging in partisan political activity in their official capacity. The criminal provisions of the statute prohibit federal officials from intimidating or directing government employees to undertake political activity directed toward the success or failure of a political candidate or from misusing governmental authorities and decisions to influence an election.

By using his official position and authority to direct policy changes at USPS to the benefit of President Donald Trump, a candidate in a partisan election, Postmaster General DeJoy may have violated multiple criminal provisions of the Hatch Act. CREW respectfully requests that the FBI immediately commence an investigation into DeJoy’s conduct and take appropriate action.

Sincerely,

---


Noah Bookbinder
Executive Director